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Classical regularities describing the Liesegang phenomenon have been observed and extensively
studied in laboratory experiments for a long time. These have been verified in the last two decades,
both theoretically and using simulations. However, they are only applicable if the observed system
is driven by reaction and diffusion. We suggest here a new universal law, which is also valid in the
case of various transport dynamicsspurely diffusive, purely advective, and diffusion-advection
casesd. We state thatptot~Xc, whereptot yields the total amount of the precipitate andXc is the center
of gravity. Besides the theoretical derivation experimental and numerical evidence for the universal
law is provided. In contrast to the classical regularities, the introduced quantities are continuous
functions of time. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1893606g

I. INTRODUCTION

A simple diffusion process coupled with nonlinear dy-
namics sarising from reactionsd may produce various pat-
terns. The first spatiotemporal pattern observed was the Lie-
segang phenomenon.1 In this case, the quasiperiodic pattern
occurs due to a precipitation reaction between a certain
chemical reactant, which diffuses into a gel and another one,
which is distributed in the gel. Recently, the trends of the
investigation of the precipitation pattern formation are either
to revisit and punctuate the existing empirical regularities,2–5

or the observation and description of the pattern formation in
more complex situationssredissolution of the precipitation
zones due to complex formation producing moving
patterns;6–8 pattern formation in the case of various initial
and boundary conditions9,10d. Liesegang patterns are usually
formed via interaction of inorganic compounds, therefore an
interesting topic in recent studies is the coupling of the pre-
cipitation process and biological one.11,12

Detailed investigations on Liesegang phenomenon have
shown four empirical regularities, in which the macroscopic
quantities are connected with each other:xn, the position of
the nth precipitation zone measured from the junction point
of electrolytes;wn, the width of thenth band; andtn, the time
elapsed until its formation.

The spacing law states that the positions of the precipi-
tate zones are members of a geometrical series:13

xn = Qs1 + p̂dn, s1d

where 1+p̂ is the spacing coefficient andQ is the amplitude.
According to the time law of Liesegang patterning, the

following relation holds:14

xn ~ tn
1/2. s2d

The width law describes how the thickness of zones in-
creases with their positions:15,16

wn ~ xn.

Experimental observations lead Matalon and Packter to the
conclusion thatp̂ is equal to the sum of some functions de-
pending on the initial concentrationsb0 of the inner anda0 of
the outer electrolytes:17

p = Fsb0d +
1

a0
Gsb0d. s3d

The above regularities are valid only if the transport of elec-
trolytes is driven solely by diffusion. They have to be modi-
fied in the case of an imposed external fieldse.g., electric
field18–20d. In the present study, we introduce a new universal
law of Liesegang pattern formation, which is independent of
the transport conditionssdiffusive kinetics or an imposed mi-
gration of the speciesd.

II. MODELS

An intermediate speciesis introduced in the chemical
mechanism to explain the precipitate formation.2,21 This
scheme contains two consecutive steps: initially the two re-
actantsA souter electrolyted and B sinner electrolyted react,
and produce an intermediate speciesC, which is supposed to
be in colloidal phase and may also diffuse. In the second
step, C transforms into an insoluble precipitateP. The
chemical mechanism described above is the following:

Asaqd + Bsaqd → Csaqd, s4d

Csaqd → Pssd. s5d
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A. Theoretical

First, we summarize all necessary simplified assump-
tions to derive our new law:sid The investigated system is
onedimensional. Recently, experimental and numerical stud-
ies have shown that the most general lawstime lawd has a
weak distortion compared to the effect of the planar diffusion
front propagation. This has been observed in the case of
circular experimental setup in two dimensions2Dd and 3D
sRef. 22d scalled curvature effect in the literature23d. sii d We
neglect the effect of background ionsswhich do not turn into
precipitate in the given systemd: we assume that they do not
play an important role in the evolution of the patterns in the
absence of an electric field.24 siii d Density of the intermediate
speciesc0 is constant behind the reaction front.25 sivd C is
segregated into high density zonessprecipitation bands with
concentrationchd and into low density zonessgaps between
the precipitation bands with concentrationcld.

25 svd Species
C fulfills the mass conservation law.svid The width of the
bandswn is negligible compared to the given band position,
i.e., wn!xn. svii d The concentrationcl of the precipitate be-
tween the bands is negligible compared toch and c0, i.e.,
c0,ch@cl. sviii d c0 is linearly proportional to the initial con-
centration of the inner electrolyte,3 i.e., c0~b0. Using the
mass conservation lawsvd together withsiii d and sivd, we
obtain the following relation:

sxn+1 − xndc0 = sxn+1 − xn − wndcl + wnch

and therefore,

sxn+1 − xndsc0 − cld = wnsch − cld.

Applying the spacing laws1d, we can rewrite the equation
above as

wn =
p̂sc0 − cld

ch − cl
xn¬zxn. s6d

This relation is a so-called width law.5,25 Next, the total
amount of the precipitateptot and the center of gravity of the
precipitation band systemXc are defined as

ptotstd = o
n=1

N

pnstd, Xcstd =

o
n=1

N

pnstdxn

ptotstd
, s7d

wherepn is the amount of the precipitate atxn andN is the
total number of bands att. It should be noted thatN depends
on time t and it is an increasing function. Quantitiesptot and
Xc introduced here play a central role in our analysis. Since
pn=wnch, we can rewrites7d:

ptotstd = o
n=1

N

wnch, Xcstd =

o
n=1

N

wnchxn

o
n=1

N

wnch

,

and applying the width laws6d we obtain

ptotstd = zcho
n=1

N

xn, Xcstd =

zcho
n=1

N

xn
2

zcho
n=1

N

xn

.

Using the spacing laws1d we get the limit

o
n=1

N

xno
n=1

N

xn

o
n=1

N

xn
2

→ p̂ + 2

p̂
if N → `,

in this way forN big enough we may use the relation

ptotstd
Xcstd

= zch
p̂ + 2

p̂
,

where

z =
p̂sc0 − cld

ch − cl
.

It makes sense to use this approximation, sinceN→` as t
→` and we are interested in the long time behavior of the
system. Application of the last two assumptionssvii–viii d
leads us to the equality

ptotstd
Xcstd

= b0sp̂ + 2d. s8d

From the experimental point of view, it is not easy to mea-
surec0, cl, and ch, therefore it is useful to eliminate these
quantities, which is accomplished in Eq.s8d depending only
on well-measurable quantities.

Finally, substituting the Matalon–Packter laws3d into
Eq. s8d a more general form is obtained:

ptotstd
Xcstd

= b0sFsb0d + 2d +
b0

a0
Gsb0d. s9d

In this way we conclude that the total amount of the precipi-
tate is linearly proportional to the center of gravity of the
precipitation band systemsptot~Xcd. Note thatF and G are
fixed during the individual experiments. An interesting con-
sequence of Eq.s9d is that one experiment can validate the
linear dependence. We also point out the favorable property
of ptot andXc: they depend continuously on time.

B. Numerical

We would like to prove the universality of our new re-
lation ptot/Xc~const, i.e., this one does not depend on the
transport condition of the invading electrolyte. Therefore, we
allow also advection for the outer electrolyteA sbesides the
existing diffusion processd. We will investigate the pattern
formation phenomenon in the case of purely diffusive, purely
advective, and mixedsdiffusion-advectiond conditions. For
the sake of simplicity, a constant and uniform advection field
was applied.

The governing equations of such pattern formation in 1D
corresponding to the schemes4d and s5d are the following:
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]a

]t
= Da

]2a

]x2 − u
]a

]x
− kab, s10ad

]b

]t
= Db

]2b

]x2 − kab, s10bd

]c

]t
= Dc

]2c

]x2 + kab− k1Qsc − c*dc − k2cp, s10cd

]p

]t
= k1Qsc − c*dc + k2cp, s10dd

where all quantities are dimensionless.a, b, andc yield the
concentrations ofA, B, and C, respectively, whilep yields
the amount of the precipitate.Da, Db, andDc are the dif-
fusion coefficients of the corresponding species, whileu
yields the advection field velocity.k is the chemical rate
constant for Eq.s4d, andk1, k2 are the rate constants for the
nucleation and the autocatalytic precipitate formations5d, re-
spectively. The two terms ins10dd correspond to homoge-
neous nucleation after that an autocatalytic precipitate
growth occurs. Q is the Heaviside step function. The main
idea of nucleation and precipitate growthmodel is that
nucleationoccurs when the local concentrationc of the in-
termediate species reaches the nucleation thresholdc* . At the
same timec→0 ssinceC transforms into precipitated, wher-
ever some precipitate already existssdue to the autocatalytic
processd.

The partial differential equations were solved using a
“method of lines” technics. Spatially a finite difference dis-
cretization on a 1D equidistant grid was applied. The time
integration has been executed using a second-order Runge–
Kutta method to solve the produced ordinary differential
equations. During the simulations10ad–s10dd were equipped
with the following initial and boundary conditions:

as0,xd = a0Qs− xd, bs0,xd = b0Qsxd,

cs0,xd = ps0,xd = 0,

uaux=0 = a0,

U ]b

]x
U

x=0
= U ]c

]x
U

x=0
= U ]a

]x
U

x=l

= U ]b

]x
U

x=l

= U ]c

]x
U

x=l

= 0,

wherel is the length of the diffusion column. In all simula-
tions the parameter setDa=Db=1.0, Dc=0.1, k=1.0, k1

=1.0,k2=102, c* =0.1, andl =480 was used, whilea0 andb0

were varied. The grid spacing wasDx=0.4, and the numeri-
cal simulations were performed with the time stepDt
=0.001.

III. EXPERIMENT

A solution of K2Cr2O7 sReanal, 0.0036Md and gelatine
sReanald was heated to 80 °C and stricted continuously to
complete dissolution of the gelatine. The solution was
poured into aU tubesof diameter 0.5 cm and length 25 cmd
and was allowed to cool to room temperatures23°C±1 °Cd.

After 24 h, the gel was contacted with the solution of
K2Cr2O7 s0.0036Md and AgNO3 s5 m/m %d, respectively.

Temporal evolution of the Liesegang patterns was moni-
tored by a computer controlled image capturing system using
reflected light from a halogen lamp. The average “build up”
time of the individual bands is about 1 h: images were col-
lected in every 25 min. During the gray scale analysis of the
pictures it was supposed that the amount of the precipitate is
proportional to the peak area of the intensity of the scattered
light. The total amount of the precipitate and the center of
gravity were determined using the observation along a cer-
tain line, and the calculations were based on Eq.s7d. The
image sequence in this procedure was generated byORIGIN

data graphing and analysis software.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

At first, we focused on the experimental evidence of the
new relation described in the theoretical part. Figure 1 shows
the evolution of the total amount of the precipitatefFig. 1sadg
and the center of gravity of the precipitatefFig. 1sbdg in the
diffusion columnsgel mediumd, respectively: these quantities
depend linearly on the square root of time. We also depicted
the final precipitation pattern structure and the relation be-
tweenptot andXc fFig. 1scdg, which is also linear piecewise:
we distinguished two regimes. In many experiments one can
observe initially a continuous precipitate zone initiated from
the junction point of the electrolytes up to a certain position
x* stransition pointd, afterwards the evolution of well sepa-
rated precipitation bands occurs. In lack of pattern formation
phenomena homogeneous distribution of precipitate can be
assumed within this zone which gives that the total amount
of the precipitatesptotd is linearly proportional tox* . For the
same reason,Xc,x* also holds and therefore,ptot,Xc in this
case. At the same time, the coefficient of the proportionality
can be different from that obtained after the transition point,
as shown infFig. 1sad and 1scdg.

As known for a long time,14 the sdiscreted band position
xn measured from the junction point of the electrolytes de-
pends linearly on the square root of its formation time. Usu-
ally, in the experiments the junction point is the gel surface,
which initially separates the electrolytes. This relation is the
well-known time law s2d, which is an immediate conse-
quence of the diffusive behavior of the invading electrolyte.
Since the center of gravity is originated fromxn, it is not
surprising thatXc has a similar linear evolution trend. The
above mentioned two continuous variablessptot,Xcd have lin-
ear dependence on the square root of time, therefore they
will be linearly proportional to each other, i.e.,ptot~Xc, as
has been predicted theoretically in both regimes.

We also confirmed our experimental and theoretical find-
ings using numerical simulations. Moreover, we can get
some new predictions on the behavior of the system. As a
usual approach we applied nucleation and growth mecha-
nism to describe the precipitation pattern formation. In a
former study, Antalet al. investigated the origin of the
Matalon–Packter law and proposed different forms in special
casessdepending on the applied precipitation mechanismd.
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For our casesnucleation and growthd they found thatFsb0d
~1/b0 and Gsb0d~const. Using these we can rewrite the
general forms9d into

ptot ~ b0S2 +
G*

a0
DXc, s11d

whereG* is a constant obtained from the functionGsb0d.

We investigated the evolution of the patterns by fixing
the concentration of one electrolyte and varying that of the
other one. Figure 2 presents the variation ofptot andXc sas in
experimentsd at fixed values of the outer electrolyte concen-
tration. The linear dependence between these quantities can
be clearly seen. There is a good accordance with the theoret-
ical and experimental observations. Increasing the concentra-
tion of the inner electrolytesb0d the slope of theptot-Xc linear
curves is also increased. The fact thata0 is fixed implies that
2+G* /a0 is constant, thereforeptot~b0Xc sthe slope is lin-

FIG. 1. Results of laboratory experiments:sad dependence of the total
amount of the precipitatesptotd andsbd the center of gravity of the precipitate
sXcd on the square root of the elapsed time;scd pattern structure and depen-
dence ofptot on Xc.

FIG. 2. Results of the numerical simulations fixing the concentration of the
outer electrolyte in case of purely diffusive dynamics:sad dependence of the
total amount of the precipitatesptotd and sbd the center of gravity of the
precipitatesXcd on the square root of the elapsed time;scd dependence ofptot

on Xc.
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early proportional tob0d. In the reverse case fixing the con-
centration of the inner electrolytesb0d and varying that of the
outer one, an opposite trend was observed: the slope of the
ptot-Xc linear curves decreases asa0 is increasedsFig. 3d.
This finding can be explained by takingb0 fixed in Eq.s11d:
in this casePtot~ s1/a0dXc sthe slope is linearly proportional
to 1/a0d. Equations11d can be rewritten as

ptot

Xc
~ b0S2 +

G*

a0
D .

The plot ofptot/Xc vs b0 in the individual runs indicated
two new observations: first, the existing dependence between
ptot/Xc andb0 is linearsat fixeda0d; second, the slopes of the
linear curves are linearly proportional to 1/a0. These two
theoretical predictions are in a good agreement with the re-
sults of the detailed numerical experiments as shown in Fig.
4.

In Fig. 5 we depicted the spatial distribution of the in-
termediate speciesC and the precipitateP. Initially, a con-
tinuous precipitation zone could be observed as in the experi-
ments. However, we did not obtain well detectable linear
regime corresponding to the continuous precipitate formation
since this region was relatively thin.

We compared the time dependence ofptot andXc in case
of purely diffusive kinetics, in case of purely advective ki-
netics, and in the mixed case. In this way we point out the
universality of our new lawptot~Xc: this relation always
holds; at the same time, the ratio of these quantities depends
on the transport conditions. Figure 6 illustrates the time de-
pendence ofptot and Xc, and the relation between them. In

FIG. 3. Results of the numerical simulations fixing the concentration of the
inner electrolyte in case of purely diffusive dynamics:sad dependence of the
total amount of the precipitatesptotd and sbd the center of gravity of the
precipitatesXcd on the square root of the elapsed time;scd dependence ofptot

on Xc.

FIG. 4. ptot/Xc as a function of the initial concentration of the inner elec-
trolyte sb0d at different constant outer electrolyte concentrationssa0d.

FIG. 5. Spatial distribution of the intermediate speciesC and precipitateP
for two different initial concentration sets of the outersa0d and innersb0d
electrolyte att=10 000, respectivelystop—a0=10.0, b0=1.0; bottom—a0

=10.0, b0=2.6d. The dotted and solid lines represent the concentrationc
profiles ofC andP.
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the diffusion-advection process one can observe that initially
the system is driven by diffusion: the flux is generated
mostly due to the high concentration gradient of the invading
electrolyte. Later on, since this gradient essentially de-
creases, the advective flux will dominate. After a certain pe-
riod, the evolution will be linear in time as shown in Figs.

6sad and 6sbd, respectively. Assuming advective dynamics
only the evolution ofptot and Xc is also linear. At long
enough timessdepending on the advection field velocityd the
quantities above overtakes that of in purely diffusive situa-
tion. One can observe that the velocity of the motion ofptot

andXc depends on the advection velocity only, if this exists
sthe curves corresponding to the same advection velocity
will be parallel after some timed. Note that in the purely
diffusive case these variables depend linearly on the square
root of time. If the transport of the outer electrolyte is gen-
erated by a constant drift26 scaused either by advection or
autocatalytic chemical front propagation27d, it results in an
equidistant pattern structure with bands of constant thick-
ness. The coupling of fluid flow and precipitation process
have a great relevance to explain several structures in
geoscience.28–31 It should be mentioned that the effect of
diffusion cannot be neglected in laboratory experiments, con-
sequently, the purely advective dynamics is only a theoretical
assumption. It is also clear that advection influences the mo-
tion of all species, but owing to the high concentration dif-
ferences between, it can be assumed that the pattern forma-
tion dynamics is essentially determined by the flux of the
highest concentration speciessthis is the invading electrolyte
in the Liesegang systemsd. The advection terms of the spe-
ciesB andC omitted in our governing Eqs.s10bd and s10cd
may play an essential role in geological applications. The
applicability of the proposed relation needs also to estimate
the Péclet numberssin case of convection regimed, which can
be the basis of a further detailed analysis.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We suggested a new universal law for a class of Liese-
gang pattern formation phenomena concerning the time de-
pendent quantities of the precipitate:ptot, the total amount of
precipitate andXc, the positionsmeasured from the junction
point of electrolytesd of the center of gravity of precipitate.
An explicite form forptot/Xc has been derived assuming dif-
fusive dynamics only, which was confirmed by our real ex-
periments. Moreover, using numerical simulations, we
pointed out that the same connection is valid by changing the
transport conditions of the invading electrolyte: we have
stated thatptot~Xc and this relation holds under various cir-
cumstancessdiffusive, advective, and diffusive-advective dy-
namicsd in contrast to the classical laws proposed earlier.
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